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Get the visibility that you need to improve safety 
and protect your drivers from false claims. The 
fully connected IQ Camera uses video AI to review 
every minute of drive time so you can understand 
behaviour like never before and easily access footage 
to validate insurance claims. 

The IQ Camera is a powerful enhancement to 
our fleet management software, where it can be 
used alongside the TN360 Driver Scorecard to give 

you everything that you need to reward positive 
behaviour and identify areas to improve. 

The IQ Camera allows you to manage your fleet in 
real-time and takes coaching into the cab, with driver 
assistance and status monitoring. Your team will be 
able to identify high risk actions with audible alerts 
for events including tailgating, lane departure and 
forward collisions.

Intelligent Risk 
Management

IQ CAMERA

KEY FEATURES

Simplicity
Access all video footage 

through the TN360 platform

AI Powered
 AI reviews every minute of 

driving time. 

Driver Status Monitoring
Combat distracted driving

Advanced Driver 
Assistance

Ensure drivers are correcting 
high risk actions

Dual Camera
Forward and inward facing AI camera, enabling driver 
assistance and status monitoring.

Driver Status Monitoring
Take a proactive step to keep your drivers safe with 
status monitoring that detects distracted driving. 

Advanced Driver Assistance
Reduce risk across your drivers with audible alerts for 
high risk actions including lane departure, tailgating and 
forward collisions.

Fully Connected
The IQ Camera is fully connected into TN360, where you 
can view event footage and make requests for additional 
recordings.

Driver Initiated Events
For emergency situations drivers can press an emergency 
record button, ensuring the footage is retained and 
made available in TN360.



4G LTE
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4G LTE / WIFI INDICATOR

FORWARD CAMERA

INWARD CAMERA

EMERGENCY 
RECORDING BUTTON

I/O COVER WITH
TAMPER-RESISTANT
LOCK SCREWS
Prevent unauthorized 
access to I/O ports 
including Micro SD and SIM




